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Summary 

Chapter I starts with a general introduction to the clinical problem of angina pectoris 
and the various (historical) treatment methods that are used. Furthermore, it provides a 
general introduction to transmyocardial laser revascularisation (TMLR) and describes 
the aim and structure of the thesis. 

Chapter II provides an extensive and critical overview of the experimental research that 
has been published on transmyocardial revascularisation (using lasers or other methods). 
In the past 35 years many experimental studies have been performed to investigate the 
revascularisation potential of transmyocardial revascularisation and the possible 
working mechanisms underlying the observed clinical improvement in angina pectoris 
following this treatment. The various methods that have been used to create 
transmyocardial channels are described and the most investigated and supported 
hypotheses of the working mechanism (i.e. perfusion from the left ventricle through 
patent and endothelialised channels, laser-induced angiogenesis resulting in an increased 
vessel density and blood supply and laser-induced destruction of myocardial nociceptors 
and/or neural tissue resulting in a decrease of angina) are discussed and evaluated. The 
conclusion of the review is that important experimental evidence has been published 
supporting both the angiogenesis and the denervation hypothesis. 

Chapter III describes the evaluation of the spontaneously hypertensive rat (SHR) as an 
animal model for TMLR research. Animal models currently used in TMLR research 
lack the typical morphologic characteristics observed in patients with chronic 
myocardial ischaemia, i.e. increased myocardial fibrosis. As this morphologic pathology 
has also been described to occur in patients with systemic hypertension, we have 
investigated the suitability of a hypertensive animal, the SHR, as an animal model for 
TMLR research. The myocardial pathology of the SHR was compared with the 
myocardial pathology of 3 TMLR (eligible) patients, as well as the reaction to TMLR in 
SHR and human myocardium. Furthermore, we used a specific hypoxia stain to compare 
SHR myocardium to (healthy) Wistar rat myocardium. The results showed that SHR 
myocardium and myocardium of patients with chronic ischaemia have comparable 
myocardial characteristics, i.e. hypertrophy and fibrosis. The myocardial reaction to 
TMLR was similar in SHR and TMLR patients, showing comparable morphology of 
fibrotic TMLR channel remnants. The hypoxia staining method showed more hypoxic 
cells in SHR than in Wistar control myocardium. In conclusion, the similarities between 
SHR and human chronic ischaemic myocardium make the SHR a suitable model for 
TMLR research. 

In chapter IV a new surgical technique is presented to perform open-heart surgery on 
laboratory rats. Access to the heart in laboratory rats (in survival experiments) is usually 
performed via a median sternotomy or a lateral thoracotomy. However, relatively high 
operative mortality and insufficient access can limit the use of these techniques. An 
alternative, less traumatic approach to the in vivo rat heart, with improved survival, is 
described. The technique uses a median laparotomy extending alongside the xyphoid 
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bone. The xyphoid bone is retracted in a rostral direction and a T-shaped cut is made in 
the diaphragm, opening the thoracic cavity. Using a retractor the opening in the 
diaphragm is kept open and the heart is exposed. This abdominal approach was 
performed in 23 anaesthetised and mechanically ventilated (for 2 hours) rats and we 
found physiologic intra-operative heamodynamics, a good post-operative recovery and 
0% mortality. 

Chapter V describes an investigation of the angiogenic effect of C02, Ho:YSGG and 
XeCl excimer TMLR in the spontaneously hypertensive rat. Two channels were created 
per heart and the animals were sacrificed after 14 days. Vessels (both in- and excluding 
capillaries) in TMLR channel scars were counted and correlated to the surface area size 
of the scar (resulting in a vessel density). Furthermore, extension of vascular growth 
outside the channel scars was assessed. Ho:YSGG TMLR resulted in the largest scars, 
followed by C02 and excimer scars. Although the vessel numbers including capillaries 
in the scars differed between the three lasers, these differences disappeared 
(~ 130 vessels / mm2 in all 3 groups) when they were correlated to the size of the scars. 
However, the vessel densities were much lower than in control areas (~ 2100 vessels / 
mm"). Vessel densities excluding capillaries were significantly higher in Ho:YSGG and 
CO2 scars compared to excimer scars (10.2 ± 4.8, 7.1 ± 5.2 and 2.3 ± 4.4 respectively, 
p < 0.05), while only Ho:YSGG scars contained significantly more large vessels than 
control areas (10.2 ± 4.8 vs. 4.6 ± 1.3, p < 0.001). In all 3 groups, extension of vascular 
growth into adjacent myocardium was observed only rarely. These results indicate that 
the angiogenic response following TMLR is limited to the channel scar and related to 
the scar size rather than the specific laser type that is used to create the channels. 
Therefore, any beneficial effect of TMLR-induced angiogenesis is expected to occur 
only with relatively large scars. Such scars can however likely be created with any of the 
3 laser types by varying the specific laser-settings. 

Chapter VI gives an overview of the current clinical TMLR literature. It describes and 
compares both uncontrolled studies on C02, Ho:YAG and XeCl excimer TMLR as well 
as the randomised C02 or Ho:YAG laser clinical trials that have been published. The 
conclusion of this chapter is that all studies with the 3 clinically used lasers report relief 
of angina in the majority of patients, combined with a low peri-operative mortality. 
Therefore, we conclude that, after a proper selection of patients, TMLR can be 
performed safely and effectively and should be the treatment of choice in selected 
patients. 

Chapter VII describes a histological case report of a patient that died 3 months after 
XeCl excimer TMLR. In the treated myocardium, no patent channels were found but 
scars were seen with a linear distribution and in continuity with circumscribed small 
fibrotic endocardial and epicardial scars. The scars were highly vascularised by new 
vessels, ranging from small capillaries to large thin walled, and sometimes branching 
ectatic vessels. Sprouting of vessels into the adjacent myocardium was also observed. 
These results support the hypothesis that angiogenesis plays a role in the clinical 
improvement after TMLR. 
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Summary 

In chapter VIII a clinical study investigating TMLR-induccd changes in innervation is 
described. In 8 patients, Ho:YAG or XeCl excimer TMLR was performed and 
myocardial innervation (using ':~I-MIBG SPECT scintigraphy), perfusion (using 99Tc-
TF SPECT scintigraphy), and function (using stress echocardiography) were assessed 
pre- and post-operatively. Post-operative l2,I-MIBG SPECT scintigraphy demonstrated 
myocardial denervation in all 8 patients (p = 0.00005). Using a segmental comparison of 
denervation and TMLR-treated area, we found that 86% of denervated segments could 
be correlated to TMLR. Myocardial perfusion scintigraphy and stress-echocardiography 
did not change significantly. In all patients angina was reduced with > 2 classes at 
12 months follow up and quality of life improved significantly. In conclusion, TMLR-
induced improvements of angina and quality of life may be explained by destruction of 
nociceptors or cardiac neural pathways. 

Chapters IX-A and IX-B describe the results of a randomised clinical trial investigating 
XeCl excimer TMLR as a treatment for severe refractory angina pectoris. Thirty patients 
with NYHA functional class III-IV/IV angina, a reversible defect on 99Tc-TF SPECT 
perfusion scintigraphy, a left ventricular ejection fraction (EF) > 35% and no option for 
PTCA or CABG were randomised to excimer TMLR with maximal anti-anginal 
medication (n = 15) or continued maximal anti-anginal medication alone (n = 15). 
Patients were followed during one year with assessment of angina class, quality of life 
(described separately in chapter IX-B), myocardial perfusion scintigraphy, exercise 
tolerance and stress echocardiography. One TMLR patient died peri-operatively versus 
none in the controls. In the TMLR group angina decreased from class 3.8 ± 0.4 at 
baseline to 1.9 ± 0.9 at 12 months, versus 3.9 ± 0.3 to 3.7 ± 0.6 respectively in the 
control group (p < 0.01). At 12 months, a decrease of > 2 angina classes was found in 
12 out of 14 (79%) TMLR patients versus none of the controls (p < 0.01). A decrease in 
wall motion abnormality score was found without improvement in myocardial perfusion 
or exercise time. At 12 months, improvement in the 3 used QOL questionnaires was 
significantly higher in the TMLR group vs. the control group (chapter IX-B). These 
results show that XeCl excimer TMLR is very effective in reducing anginal symptoms 
and improving QOL in the selected patient group, with results that are comparable to 
C02 and Ho:YAG TMLR. 

Finally, in chapter X the research described in this thesis is evaluated in a general 
discussion. In conclusion, TMLR using an excimer laser has been proven to be an 
effective treatment for the reduction of anginal symptoms and the improvement of 
quality of life in patients with severe refractory angina pectoris. Concerning the 
underlying working mechanism of this clinical improvement, we have found supporting 
evidence for both major hypotheses (i.e. angiogenesis and denervation). However, based 
on the research presented in this thesis as well as other literature concerning this subject, 
we believe that the strongest evidence for the mechanism underlying the clinical 
improvement observed after TMLR has been provided for the denervation hypothesis. 
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